Five-star style
Resort-style living in the comfort
of your home
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BELOW A dry bar and beverage centre
has been placed at the entertaining
end of the kitchen to avoid interruption
to the kitchen work flow.

THIS modern, European-flavoured kitchen

steel benchtops.

boasts style and sophistication while

The absence of handles emphasises

embracing all aspects of function and

the streamlined and minimalistic appeal of

storage required for an active family of four.

the kitchen, as does the incorporation of a

Rather than simply designing a space

mirrored splashback, which also gives the

that was purely practical, Interiors by Darren
James successfully fashioned a kitchen

appearance of extra space.
In keeping with the seamless minimalistic

that valued both form and function. One of

design, the kitchen incorporates a range

the main requests from the owners was to

of integrated appliances including a range

include luxurious finishes that differed from

of cutting-edge Miele stainless-steel

the standard two-pack kitchen. A selection

appliances.

of high-end materials was incorporated in

Boasting a stunning outlook over the

the design to contribute to the kitchen’s

magnificent canals and luxurious finishes

outstanding aesthetic quality.

to boot, Interiors by Darren James has

Gorgeous marble benchtops give the

designed a kitchen that’s well and truly

impression of elegance while adding

deserving of the impressive, three-story

character and a sense of light to the room.

Sovereign Island home where it resides.

Enhancing the design’s visual appeal is

With an open-plan design that flows out

the textured veneer cabinetry, which adds

easily to the adjoining living area and outside

another dimension to the space. The

entertaining area, the kitchen is both stylish

natural feel of the veneer complements the

and practical with loads of architectural

honed travertine flooring while also creating

appeal. Definitely a five-star experience!

an eye-catching contrast to the aluminium
glass frame doors and custom stainless-

Interiors by Darren James — design,
manufacture, project management.

fact file
The kitchen was designed by Darren James of INTERIORS BY DARREN JAMES Brisbane, Queensland PHONE (07) 3801 2566
EMAIL info@interiorsbydarrenjames.com.au WEBSITE www.interiorsbydarrenjames.com.au DOORS AND PANELS Aluminium frame and Makybe
timber veneer INTERNAL HARDWARE Blum Tandembox, Orga-Line, Aventos Lift HANDLES Recessed BENCHTOP Calacutta Oro Marble and
stainless steel SPLASHBACK Mirror and tile KICKBOARDS Laminate FLOOR Honed travertine tiles LIGHTING Halogen downlights, Chloe Chrome
Pendant APPLIANCES include Miele stainless-steel appliances, Vintec wine fridge, Abbey sink and Gessi tapware
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